How ICR Works at UAHuntsville

Overhead Rate:
- 48% On-Site
- 26% Off-Site
- Other (usually much less) as required by law or funding agency.

If (Overhead Rate > 48%) {

• General Funds allocated 2.5%
• Amount to Allocate = Yellow Area

}
How ICR Works at UAHuntsville

UAHuntsville Overhead Applied

- 23.2% to OVPR
- 10.6% to Academic Affairs
- 47% to General Fund
- 15.2% to Home Labor
  - Org *or* Fiscally Responsible if no labor charged
- 4% to PI Account
Recent changes to the “15.2% Piece”

**Was:**
- Non-labor portions (travel, supplies, etc.) associated with this 15.2% (of the overall XX percentage) allocated to Fiscally responsible.
- Salaries and Fringe allocated 50/50 between Home Labor and Fiscally Responsible.

**Is:**
- All allocated to Home Labor unless no Home Labor is charged. Then to Fiscally Responsible.

**Home Labor can be a Research Center or a Department, determined on your PARF**